Smart Key Protection

We asked 1,650 UK adults
about their keys and smartphone…

Research provided by
September 2018

The biggest concerns for
individuals losing their keys:

1

The security
of their car
or home

(77%)

2

Not being able
to gain quick
access into
their car or
home

(71%)

3

Not being able
to continue
with their day
as usual

(55%)

4

The cost
of replacing
lost keys

(51%)

5

Feeling
stranded

(48%)

Losing stored
items

(72%)

2

The cost of
replacing the
phone

(66%)

3

The security
of banking
details

(39%)

Prevent
Speed problems
Safe
Technology
Make life
more secure Useful Instant help

Reassurance Save-time

Convenient Disruption

£28.20

4

Not being able
to continue
with their day
as usual

(36%)

For further information please visit https://uk.cppgroup.com

is the average price consumers
would be willing to pay for the device

Usefulness of
app features

The biggest concerns for
individuals losing their smartphone:

1

Peace Security
of mind Tech-gadget Make
Stress Handy Hassle -easier

5

The time
taken to
resolve

(35%)

75%
Last known
location map

65%
Separation
alert

67%
Lock and Key
SOS app

60%
Safe zones

59%

£10 reward for
returning a
lost key

40%
Spare key
record
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Insurance behaviour

22% 34.5m

of 45-54 year olds
would purchase a
smart key device

would use this service
as part of their home
insurance policy

45.1m

of 18-24 year olds
would purchase a
smart key device

smartphone
owners in the UK

32%

had misplaced their
phone(8% reported
more than 5 times)

of 18-24 year olds
were more concerned
about the time
taken to resolve
losing their
assets

63%

car and motor key
holders in the UK

34%

53%

Purchase

45%

would be more likely
to purchase home
insurance if the
device was offered

5%

Upgrade

38%

Renew

57%

are likely to upgrade
their policy coverage
if this device was
included

are likely to renew
their policy (but only
if priced similarly
to competitors)

are very likely to
upgrade their policy
coverage if this
device was included

are likely to renew
their policy (even
if priced more than
competitors)

+10%

+10%

would be more likely
to purchase home
insurance even if
policy coverage was
less than others on
the market

34%

had misplaced their keys in the
last 12 months (12% reported
misplacing these 3 or more times)

Vs

27%
of 55+
year olds

81%

of 55+ year olds
were more
concerned about
the security
of their home
or car

Vs

76%
of 18-24
year olds

I misplace my things often and I spend a
significant amount of time wasted trying to
find it. For example, trying to find my house
keys in the morning makes me late and
sometimes I can miss meetings because of it.
Anonymous, YouGov research September 2018

For further information please visit https://uk.cppgroup.com
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We asked 1,650 UK adults
about their keys and smartphone…
Here's what consumers said about Smart Key...

I frequently
lose keys in the
house. Spend ages
looking for them.
It would be a
time saver”

“Sounds fantastic
as I lose things
constantly”

“It would be really
helpful in assisting
me when I misplace
items that are
important”

“Losing my keys
would be a nightmare.
I'd consider anything
that would make
it less likely”

“Think this would
give peace of mind.
We rent a room in
our flat through
airbnb and lost keys
are a worry”

“Would help me
find my keys when
my kids have
hidden them “

“Sounds
useful. If the cost
is reasonable this
would be good for a
busy lifestyle”
Anonymous, YouGov research September 2018

For further information please visit https://uk.cppgroup.com

